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Archaeology of the Barrie Area:
The Fruits of Three Field Seasons in Southern Huronia

Paul Lennox, southwestern region archaeologist for the Ontario Ministry of
Transportation and Communications, will present this month's talk on Thursday, March
13 at the Museum of Indian Archaeology. Meeting time is 8:00 P.M., as usual.

Paul's presentation will provide Chapter members with the newest information
and insights into the development of the historically important Huron nation...so let's
have another good turnout this month!
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EXECUTIVE REPORT

Our energetic new executive met in London on February 20 and plan to meet
again on March 6, a week prior to our general meeting! Linda reported that Paul
Lennox had agreed to speak in March and Dr. Finlayson would present a talk in April.
The Oneida project has commenced with the hiring of Jenny Ireland, Mary
Cornelius and Susan John. Office equipment is being purchased for their facilities at
55 Centre Street, and Ian Kenyon began their training program with an introduction
to archival history sources in London.
Bob Mayer presented a draft of this season's Chapter SEED grant proposal. This
year we will be applying for 6 positions at $4.00/hr for 12 weeks and a 13 week
supervisory position at $5.00/hr.
Neal announced that plans for the tenth anniversary volume were proceeding
well.
Thirty-six articles KEWA have been sent to Dr. Bruce Trigger (McGill
University) and Dr. David Brose (Cleveland Museum of Natural History) for review.
Dr. Trigger has kindly agreed to write a preface for our volume.
The final matter of business involved the delegation of additional duties to our
secretary. Abstracts of our meeting presentations will now be submitted to Arch
Notes, along with an annual year end review of Chapter activities.

SOCIAL REPORT
Our Thursday nite labs continue to be well attended, with volunteers washing
artifacts recovered from the 1985 Anthony's Mill salvage excavation project and
sorting heavy float samples obtained from the Freelton Historic Neutral village. The
latter project, directed by John MacDonald, consisted of a 1985 archaeological
assessment of the looted Freelton village for the Ontario Heritage Foundation. A full
report on the extent of damage and character of undisturbed house floors is expected
by the summer. In the meantime, Thursday nite volunteers are competing to see who
can find the most beads in their float samples. Results are, of course, discussed later
at length over a beer, scotch etc. at Peachy's!
As announced in our last newsletter, the archaeological meetings listed below
are being held this month:
March 21-22

Brock University, St. Catharines

Western Cyprus:

Connections

March 21-23

Ontario Historical Society, Toronto

O n t a r i o T r e a s u r e s : Our
Heritage on Paper

CYLINDRICAL PITS ON THE LAWSON SITE
Dave Smith
Since the beginnings of systematic archaeological investigations of the Lawson
Prehistoric Indian village site (AgHh-1) over 65 years ago, the presence of a large
number of noteworthy features have been recognized. Today, these features are
visible on the surface as shallow depressions about a metre across, some of which
appear to be arranged in a patterned manner. This short note comments on
information gained from recent excavations of some of these features conducted by
the Museum of Indian Archaeology.
For readers who are not acquainted with the Lawson site, it is a 2 hectare (5
acre) palisaded and earthworked Iroquoian village site located in the northwestern
corner of present day London, Ontario. It is estimated that it was occupied at about
A.D. 1500 by a community of people who perhaps later joined the Neutral
confederacy. The existence of the site has been known since the latter half of the
nineteenth century. W.J. Wintemberg conducted excavations at the site in the early
1920's under the auspices of the National Museum of Canada. In 1968 the site was
donated to the University of Western Ontario, and is now under the management of
the Museum of Indian Archaeology.
The latter institution began archaeological
investigations at the Lawson site in 1976, and the author has supervised the research
since 1982.
During his excavations on the site in the 1920's, Wintemberg recognized what he
called 'conical pits', and he apparently excavated a number of them.
Since
Wintemberg did not discern longhouses, he did note record the location of these
/conical pits with reference to village structures. He did, however, notethe circular
depressions on the surface of the site and mapped a number of them (see Wintemberg
1939: 7).
Since 1976, the Museum of Indian Archaeology has excavated about one-half
hectare (over an acre) of the site, concentrating on an expansion of the village. In
this area six longhouses have been completely or almost completely excavated. It was
discovered that the features were located in the ends and under the bunk rows of the
t/longhouses. In the autumn of 1982, two of these features, located under the bunk row
of the longest structure (35.5 metres) yet located on the site, were excavated by the
author and Mark Borland (Smith and Borland 1983). Following is a description of what
was found.
The two pits were remarkable for the complexity of their structure and their
contents. Feature 1 was an irregular circle in plan measuring 100 cm long and 85 cm
wide. The pit was flat bottomed and basically cylindrical in profile with a depth of
86 cm (see Figure 1). The upper two thirds of the feature at first appeared to be a
deep basin shaped pit. However, below this was a layer of carbonized plant remains.
Further excavation below this through a layer of sterile subsoil fill revealed the lower
portion of the pit with artifact bearing soil.
The overall pit contents included ceramics, chipped lithics, bone and carbonized
plant remains. There was a pottery concentration in the upper portion of the pit.
However, no rimsherds were recovered.
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The pit was excavated by the village occupants through three strata of soil. The
upper stratum was clay, the middle stratum was a loose mixture of sand and gravel,
and the lower stratum was a layer of hardpan. During the course of the excavation,
in late November, ground water very rapidly filled the lower third of the pit. The
water was seeping from the layer of sand and gravel. The water seepage may have
been why the lower portion of the pit was filled in with the clean subsoil.
The second feature was very similar to the first in form. It was 120 cm long
and 100 cm wide in plan. It was a flat bottomed cylinder with a depth of 104 cm (see
Figure 1). Again the upper portion of the feature at first appeared to have been a
deep basin shaped pit, but further excavation revealed a layer of sterile subsoil fill
covering a layer of ash and a layer of artifact bearing soil.
The overall pit contents included ceramics, chipped lithics, a hammerstone,
modified bone, other bone, and carbonized plant remains. There was a small pottery
concentration in the upper portion of the pit, but the most productive part of the
feature was the lower portion.
The bottom of the pit appeared to have been partially lined with sherds from one
large pot. These sherds were lying on the bottom and were standing on edge around
the sides of the pit. About half the pot was present. The rim was of the Niagara
Collared type. It was plain with multiple castellations. When reconstructed the
vessel stands about 50 cm high with a diameter of about 40 cm at the rim. This
vessel is presently on display at The George R. Gardiner Museum of Ceramic Art in
Toronto.
Resting above the main sherd concentration were the articulated radius and ulna
of a tentatively identified black bear, the distal portions of which were not present.
The remaining distal portions had cutting and chewing marks.
Below the main pottery concentration was a complete upper carapace of a
probable snapping turtle, regretably warped from resting upside down on a fist sized
rock. The carapace had two holes near the front, one of which had been drilled,
while the other had been punched (see Figure 2). This specimen is remarkably similar
to Iroquoian turtle rattles in the Museum collections.
The water seepage problem encountered in this feature was not as severe as it
was in Feature 1.
In addition to the above described features, another of these large cylindrical
pits was excavated during the summer of 1985. This feature was also located under
the bench row of a longhouse just inside the side wall. It was even larger (measuring
150 cm in diameter and about 2 metres deep) and the layering and lensing was even
more complex. For a detailed description and photograph of this feature, see Smith
(1985).
Interpretation of these features will be left for future consideration. If anyone
has any further information on similar features on other sites, the author would
appreciate a communication.
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Figure 2: Feature 2 Turtle Shell Rattle
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Paul Lennox has stepped in at the eleventh hour to save yours truly from an all
night writing session...a pre-Columbian gift!
His article describes a small, but
significant late Middle Woodland camp salvaged by M.T.C. during construction of
Highway 403.
THE FITZ SITE (AgHd-9): A LATE MIDDLE WOODLAND
ENCAMPMENT, OXFORD COUNTY, ONTARIO
Paul Lennox
Site Location and Environs
The Fitz site, located on Lot 5, Concession II, East Oxford Township, Oxford
County, was first recorded during the archaeological survey of the 403 Highway
right-of-way from Brantford to Woodstock in 1981 (Lennox 1982).
Its location is somewhat anomalous compared to 15 other sites recorded on this
27 km long, 100 metre wide, archaeological transect (see Figure 1). The east-west
oriented highway corridor provides a systematically sampled representation of two
physiographic regions with distinctive soils and vegetation patterns. The eastern half
of the corridor crosses the northern fringe of the Norfolk Sand Plain (Chapman <3c
Putnam 1966) while the western end (on which the Fitz site is located) is
characterized by the heavier silt tills of the Mount Elgin Ridges (ibid). Today one
witnesses a dramatic change in crop production from east to west along this transect
(tobacco to corn) corresponding with these soil differences. The early 19th century
notes of land surveyors, 3ohn Stegman 1798 and Lewis Burwell 1831 and 1833 (Finlay
1978) also document an abrupt vegetation shift coinciding with the soils - a shift from
an oak dominant forest in the east to a maple-beech forest in the west. Fifteen of
16 archaeological sites (representing approximately 22 of 23 components) are located
on the project's eastern end (Lennox 1982, Williamson et al. 1980) and indicate a
strong aboriginal preference for its biotic associations. The Fitz site is the only
component located on the project's west half.
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Figure 1: Highway 403 Site Locations and Early 19th Century Vegetation Patterns

Another aspect of the Fitz settlement pattern that warrants consideration is its
distance from water. While no wetlands are apparent today in the site's immediate
vicinity, it is possible that such did exist at the headwaters of a small tributary of
Kenny Creek that now appears as a north-south oriented ditch located about 100
metres east of the site. Prior to these modern drainage improvements, the natural
course of runoff was actually a short distance to the west of the site. The site itself
occupies the gentle northeastern slope of a low silty knoll (see Figure 2).
The Excavation
The Fitz site excavations took place during the month of August 1982. During
this time a datum was established and a grid was extended over the site area as
previously determined by the distribution of cultural materials on its ploughed surface.
The plough zone from one metre squares was then shovelled through 1/4 inch mesh
screens. At the plough zone-subsoil interface a search for features was accomplished
by shovel shining or troweling. This procedure continued to an arbitrary excavation
limit determined by one metre units which produced less than 10 flakes per square. A
total of 126 squares and three features were excavated.
Features
Three subsoil disturbances located toward the north end of the site were
carefully examined and extensively sampled for flotation.
Despite their "good"
appearance no cultural material was recovered from Features 2 and 3. Feature 1 was
large but contained only two flakes. On a flaky site like Fitz one would expect to
see a greater amount of debitage if this were a cultural feature. Consequently, the
flakes are considered intrusive and the feature non-cultural.
Artifact Analysis
Introduction
The screening of plough zone produced 1567 pieces of cultural material
consisting principally of lithic (chert) debitage and a few tools, described in this
section (Table 1). No pecked or ground stone, ceramics or bone was recovered from
the site.
Table 1. Artifact Frequency
Debitage
Cores
Utilized Flakes
Biface Preforms
Biface Fragments (?)
Pentagonal Bifaces
Points and Fragments
Drills
'"

1519
3
11
2
3
2
24
3

Total

1567

Debitage
Lithic debitage from the Fitz site was
distributed over an oblong area measuring approximately 17 metres long and 10 metres in
width. Within this area debitage density per
square ranges from less than 10 flakes toward
the excavation periphery to a maximum of 36
flakes toward the central part of the concentration (Figure 3).
From the 126 units excavated, 1519 pieces
of debitage were recovered.
The debitage
from a 50% systematic sample of one metre
squares was selected for the following
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Figure 2: The Fitz Site: Topography and Limits of Excavation
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Figure 3: The Fitz Site Debitage Density Per Metre Square

analysis by using the debitage from only those squares designated by both an odd and
an even co-ordinate.
(One metre squares are designated by their NW grid
co-ordinates.) This sampling resulted in the selection of 61 one metre squares which
contained 796 pieces of debitage, described below.
Raw Materials Only chipped stone tools and debitage are represented in the Fitz
assemblage. While a broad range of material types was identified, Onondaga chert
(97%) predominates (Table 2). In addition to
the sample studied, one primary flake of red
(Pennsylvania?) Jasper was also recorded.
Table 2. Debitage Material Types
Material

f

%

Onondaga chert
Selkirk chert
Kettle Point chert
Haldimand chert
Greywacke
Unidentified chert

768
18
4
3
1
2

96.5
2.3
0.5
0.4
0.1
0.2

Total

796

100.0

Owing to the reduction stages represented
at the Fitz site (see the section on debitage
morphology) little cortex is present on any of
the materials. Amongst the Onondaga chert
debitage, 20 flakes exhibit nodular cortex
while 32 flakes display tabular cortical surfaces, indicating that both primary and
secondary sources were utilized. Single examples of Haldimand and Selkirk chert both
exhibit nodular cortex indicating their acquisition from secondary sources.

Debitage Morphology The debitage was analyzed according to morphological characteristics thought to provide an indication of the representation of primary (core) and
secondary (biface) reduction stages at the site (Lennox 1981: 240, 1982:17).

The results of the analysis (Table 3) indicate an emphasis on secondary reduction
characterized by biface shaping and thinning. Ignoring, for this moment, the large
number of unidentifiable flake fragments, secondary flakes account for 86% of the
combined primary and secondary flake categories. In this regard the Fitz site
debitage is an extreme example suggesting a strong emphasis on biface shaping and
thinning (as opposed to earlier core reduction stages) at the site. Such an assemblage
bears witness to the importation of bifaces, point preforms, or finished points to the
site where they were completed or resharpened. The earlier stages of this reduction
sequence, therefore, must be represented at another component such as a quarry or
base camp.
Cores

Three cores recovered from the Fitz site are all random or rotated cores
exhibiting several striking platform remnants. Two of these, one of Onondaga chert
and one of Selkirk chert, possess nodular cortical surfaces while the remaining
specimen of Onondaga chert possesses a tabular cortical surface. The cores range
from 32 to 52 mm long, from 29 to 41 mm wide, and from 15 to 21 mm in thickness.

Table 3. Debitage Morphology
Material

Primary

Flake Types
Secondary
Shatter

Fragments

Total

Onondaga
Selkirk
Kettle Point
Haldimand

62
3
1
2

409
10
2
1

2
0
0
0

295
5
1
0

768
18
4
3

Total n

68
8.6

422

2
0.2

301

793

%

53.2

38.0

100.0

Utilized Flakes

Eleven utilized flakes identified from the Fitz site are generally small, delicate
flakes, with use retouch located along short edges. Two are of particular note. One
from 10N3E possess a graver spur at the convergence of the lateral and utilized
distal edge (Figure 4:5). A second flake fragment from 9N5E is small, measuring only
15 mm long, 7 mm wide and 1 mm in thickness, and possesses bifacial use retouch
along converging lateral edges creating a very sharp but extremely delicate point
perhaps for use as a piercer (Figure 4:4). Descriptive data for the utilized flakes are
found in Table 4.
Bifaces

Five bifaces recovered from the Fitz site include three marginal fragments (from
6N6E, 6N2W and 14N4E) too small for more precise identification, and two additional
specimens which are likely point preforms.

One preform from 5N1E of Selkirk chert is triangular in outline and exhibits long
parallel flake scars over most of one face while cortex is still present on part of the
opposite face. Its edges remain sinuous and the specimen is extremely thick for its
size. Maximum length, width and thickness measure 43, 33 and 18 mm respectively
(Figure 4:2).
The other preform fragment of Onondaga chert is from SNOW.
Technically it is a large secondary flake that has removed about 1/2 of the objective
preform (Figure 4:3).

Pentagonal Bifaces Two biface fragments represent small pentagonal forms possessing
straight edged, triangular blades, obtuse angled shoulders and contracting stem-like
base with straight basal edges. Both tips are absent but the thin lenticular cross
sections of their distal edges indicate that they were not drills. Alternatively they
may represent projectile points or knives and in the context of this assemblage most
likely are a variant of the Jack's Reef pentagonal point type (Ritchie 1961, pp. 28,
Plate 12).

Table 4. Utilized Flake Descriptions
Provenience

Material

Flake
Type

Flake Metrics (mm)
W
T
L

14N1E
13N4E
12N3E
11NOW
10N3E

KP
ON
ON
ON
ON

F
S
5
5
P

(16+)
1*
16
(19+)
30

19
12
18
17
20

3
2
3
2
4

9N5E

ON

F

15

7

1

8N6E

ON

5

(15+)

12

1

7NOW

ON

F

(10+)

15

3

7N4E

ON

F

(13+)

12

2

3N4E
3N5E

ON
ON

S
5

21
17

1*
13

2
2

Abbreviations
( +) indicates an incomplete measurement due to breakage
Material

Onondaga - ON
Kettle Point - KP

Flake Type

Primary - P
Secondary - S
Fragment - F

Utilized Edge

Location

Lateral - L
Distal - D

Shape

Straight - 5
Concave - CC
Convex - CV

DorsaJ - D
Ventral - V
Bifacial - B

Utilized Edge
Location
Shape L e n g t h
LD
LD
DV
LV
DD
LD
LB
LB
LV
LD
LD
LV
LV
LV
LD
LD

S
(16+)
11
CC
CC
10
5
11
CV
21
graver spur
S
9
S
10
9
CC
S
10
S
8+
S
10+
S
9
8
CC
CC
15
S
9

One specimen of Onondaga chert was mended from two fragments (Figure 4:6)
from units 4N3E and 4NOW, while the other is of Haldimand chert and was recovered
from 6N3E. The pieces would each have measured approximately 35 mm long, 16 mm
in width and 4 mm in thickness.
Projectile Points
Aside from the two pentagonal forms described above, 24 points and fragments
represented in the Fitz assemblage are of two forms, side-notched triangular (4) and
unnotched triangular (7). Of the remaining 13 specimens, 2 are blade fragments, 8
are point tips, and 3 small fragments may represent either basal corners or tips.
Point attributes are provided in Table 5; it should be noted that measurements
appearing in brackets are estimated from fragmented specimens. All but two of the
24 points were manufactured from Onondaga chert.
The exceptions include
Haldimand and Selkirk chert examples.
Aside from one exceptionally long and wide point which may, in fact, represent
a lance point or knife rather than an arrow point (Figure 4:17), the remaining
specimens, regardless of the presence or absence of notching, are quite similar in
size.
Table 5. Fitz Site Projectile Point Descriptions
Provenience
L
12N1E
9NOW
9N3E
9N4E
SNOW
7N1E
5N2E
4N2W
1S2E
Surface
Surface

Metrics*
W
T

(28)
(65)
17
(33)

30
(40)
(25)
(25)

7
7
5
5

27
35
(32)
(33)
(31)
(34)

(24)
27
(25)
21
26
26

5
5
5
4
6
4

Edge Shape
Lateral
Basal
CV

s

CV
CV

s
cc
s
s
s
CV

cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
cc
s
cc

Notches
P/A
A
A
A

p
p
p

A
A
P
A
A

* ( ) estimated measurements
Drills
Two drill bases and a tip are of Onondaga chert. The drill bases include one
T-shaped and one triangular form (Figure 4:14,15) with basal widths and maximum
thicknesses of 24 and 6 and 18 and 5 mm respectively. Proximal shaft metrics for
the two bases are identical at 9 mm wide and 4 mm in thickness. The drill bit
fragment measures (13+) mm in length, 10 mm in maximum width, 4 mm in thickness
and exhibits little use wear.

25

Figure 4: Fitz Site Artifact Examples
1. Pebble Core (Surface)
2. & 3. Biface/Preforms (5N1E,8NOW)
4. & 5. Utilized Flakes (9N5E, 10N3E)
6. Pentagonal Biface/Point Fragment (4N3E-4NOW)
7. - 10. Triangular (Levanna) Points (Surface, 10N1E, 9N3E, Surface)
11. - 13. Notched Triangular (Port Maitland) Points (1S2E, 7N1E, 9N4E)
1*. - 16. Drill Fragments (SNOW, ON3E, 11N2E)
17. Triangular Knife or Lance Point Fragment (9NOW)
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Toward the disentanglement of contemporaneous Late Middle Woodland cultural
complexes, which apparently shared the most southerly portion of the Province, the
Fitz site assemblage has little to offer. These questions must be asked of the large
and varied assemblages that have occasionally been recovered from the major
riverine and lacustrine oriented base camps. The Fitz site does however provide a
detailed glimpse of a previously undocumented example of this cultures settlement
subsistence system - that of a short term hunting encampment.
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